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Key Information on the Survey and Respondents

The survey sought insight on:
 Familiarity with IED’s work

 Perception of IED’s function and contribution vis-a-vis: 
accountability and learning, relevance, influence, quality, 

independence, and timeliness

 Usefulness of IED’s evaluations and knowledge products and 
services (learning events)

 Preferred communications platform
 General attitude toward independent evaluation

Survey conducted 
online from 28 February 

to 13 March 2020

The survey aims to gain a 
better understanding of the 

perception that different 
stakeholders have of Asian 
Development Bank’s (ADB) 

Independent Evaluation 
Department (IED) and its 

function, and its evaluation 
knowledge products and 

services.
Download questionnaire  

ADB: bit.ly/2Y0FzsD
External: bit.ly/2Kj7Thz

https://bit.ly/2Y0FzsD
https://bit.ly/2Kj7Thz
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ADB Board members

ADB Management (President and VPs) and Senior 
staff (DGs, DDGs, Directors, and Advisors) 

Rest of ADB respondents (Administrative, National 
and International Staff (L1-6)) 

All other ADB respondents (ADB Management and 
Senior staff and rest of ADB respondents and 
without the ADB Board)

External respondents 

Key Information on the Survey and Respondents

The statistical testing was conducted at 95% confidence level, 
at 4% margin of error for ADB and at 5% margin of error for 
external stakeholders.

Responses are based on the number of respondents left 
after deducting those who were not familiar with IED and 
its work.

Percentages denote the ratio of responses to total 
responses by respondent category. Total may not add up 
to 100% due to rounding.

Survey Population
3,462 ADB stakeholders 

[22% response rate]
2,828 external stakeholders 

[15% response rate]

Reading the report
Graphs are color-coded as follows to refer to specific type of 

respondents. In some pages, icons are clickable to show 
survey results by different category. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Response rates are based on the number of respondents left after deducting those who were not familiar with IED and its work.
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Key Messages

Familiarity with IED, its work, and its knowledge products and services

1. ADB Board respondents are most familiar with country (84%), sector (81%) and thematic 
(74%) evaluations and least with project evaluations (48%), whereas ADB Management 
and senior staff respondents are most familiar with IED validation reports (73%), 
followed by corporate (72%) and sector-level (70%) evaluations. The rest of ADB 
respondents are most familiar with validation reports (51%) and project-level evaluations 
(47%). Project-level evaluations (49%) are most familiar to external audience.

2. Among IED learning events, ADB Board respondents are most familiar with the What 
Works panel discussions series (77% of them) and least with SHIPDET (16% of them). 
Trainings on project evaluation and the What Works panel discussion series are well 
known among ADB Management and Senior staff respondents. External audience are 
most familiar with workshops and trainings on project evaluation (37%) and the Asian 
Evaluation Week (25%).
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Relevance and importance of independent evaluation

3. All Board respondents and more than 80% of all other ADB respondents consider 
that without the independent evaluation function, ADB would be worse off and 
would miss on learning, accountability and strategic directions.

Independence

4. 90% of ADB Board respondents and 75% of external respondents are satisfied 
with IED’s independence. Only 33% of ADB Management and Senior staff 
respondents feel the same.

Accountability and learning 

5. 94% of ADB Board respondents, 80% of all other ADB respondents and 80% of 
external respondents think that the independent evaluation functions of 
accountability and learning are equally important.

Key Messages
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Usefulness of IED's knowledge products and services

6. ADB Board respondents use sector (77%), country (74%) and thematic (71%) 
evaluations the most. ADB Management and Senior staff respondents use 
thematic (64%) and corporate (63%) evaluations the most. The rest of ADB 
respondents use project-level evaluations (29%) and validations (34%) the most. 
External audiences use project-level (29%) evaluations the most. 

7. The executive summary and the Evaluation in Brief sections are the most read 
across respondents.

8. 63% of ADB Board respondents, 34% of ADB Management and Senior Staff 
respondents, and 62% of the rest of ADB respondents find evaluation trainings and 
workshops most useful. These trainings are also found useful by 92% of external 
respondents.

Key Messages
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Utility and influence of IED's knowledge products and services

9. 77% of ADB Board respondents use evaluation to deepen their understanding of 
development issues, 58% for decision-making; 55% for designing new policies, 
strategies, programs and initiatives; and 52% for promoting change. 42% of ADB 
Management and Senior staff respondents use evaluations for designing new policies, 
strategies, programs and initiatives. As for the rest of ADB respondents, 27% use 
evaluation for deepening their understanding of development issues.

10. ADB Board respondents feel that IED significantly contributed to improving ADB 
policies (70%) and strategies (67%), a sentiment that is not shared by ADB 
Management and Senior staff respondents (18% for policies and 22% for strategies). 

Key Messages
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Quality and satisfaction

11. ADB Board respondents find IED largely relevant (94%), competent (90%), independent 
(90%), credible (87%), rigorous (81%) and useful (81%). ADB Management and Senior 
staff respondents are less than satisfied with IED on most attributes. Relevance (39%) is 
the most recognized attribute by ADB Management and Senior Staff respondents and 
independence (58%) by the rest of ADB respondents.

12. More than half of the respondents across all categories are not satisfied with timeliness 
of IED evaluations.  

13. ADB Board respondents perceive IED evaluations to be well-substantiated (87%), clear 
(80%) and actionable (70%). External respondents have similar view as the ADB Board 
respondents. Across ADB Management and Senior Staff respondents, 28% find IED 
evaluations well-substantiated, 40% find it clear and 27% find it actionable. For the rest 
of ADB respondents, 37% find IED evaluations to be well-substantiated, 44% find it clear 
and 33% find it actionable. 

Key Messages
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Accessibility of IED's knowledge products

14. ADB Board respondents prefer to access evaluation knowledge through digital 
media (84%) followed by publications (81%). ADB Management and Senior staff 
and the rest of ADB respondents also prefer digital media and publications. 
External respondents also prefer digital media (54%) and publications (45%).

General attitude toward independent evaluation

15. 90% of ADB Board respondents used positive words such as essential, useful, 
unbiased to describe independent evaluation. That is also the case for 60% of 
ADB Management and Senior staff respondents, 68% of the rest of ADB staff 
respondents, and 80% of external respondents.

16. 19% of all other ADB respondents used negative words such as irrelevant, 
average, and weak to describe independent evaluation. 

Key Messages



Familiarity with 
IED, its work, and 

its knowledge 
products and 

services
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94%

1%

Familiar

Not familiar*Board Management 
and Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
respondents

100% 99%

50%

50%

64%

36%

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by 
organization type

100% of ADB Board respondents and 99% of ADB Management and 
Senior Staff respondents are familiar with IED and its work, a percentage 
that drops to 64% for the rest of ADB respondents. The picture is mixed 
with external audiences (50% are familiar with IED's work)Familiarity

External 
stakeholders

Familiarity to IED and its work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q5 (ADB) / Q7 (EXT). How much do you know about IED and its work?Those that are not familiar 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YrayHcOt-7sAPFdtwQPKuwXqRxqvb8ZT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dg28W761jHJnFv56uOtb0mYMRoBL5f1X
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ADB Board respondents are most familiar with IED’s country-level, 
sector-level and thematic evaluations and least familiar with project-
level evaluations

Familiarity

61%

74%

84% 81%

48%
55%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

 Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs,

CPSFRVs

Familiarity of the ADB Board respondents to IED Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q15 (ADB)/Q14 (EXT). Which of the following IED evaluation reports are you familiar with?
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All other ADB respondents are most familiar with the validations of self-
evaluation of projects and country programs. Followed by corporate and 
sector-level evaluations for Management and Senior staff and project-level 
evaluations for the rest of ADB respondentsFamiliarity

72%

69%

66%

70%

66%

73%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

 Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs,

CPSFRVs

Familiarity of ADB Management and 
Senior Staff to IED Reports

23%
30% 30% 30%

47%
51%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

 Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs,

CPSFRVs

Familiarity of the Rest of ADB 
Respondents to IED Reports

Results by 
ADB Location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q15 (ADB)/Q14 (EXT). Which of the following IED evaluation reports are you familiar with?

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11OfxxGjI0IoWSRTaVXQki5XPgDUtN4WB
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External respondents are most familiar with project-level, followed by 
country-level evaluations

12%

24%

33%
28%

49%

25%

1%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

 Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs,

CPSFRVs

Other reports

Familiarity of External Stakeholders to IED Reports 

Results by 
organization type

Familiarity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q15 (ADB)/Q14 (EXT). Which of the following IED evaluation reports are you familiar with?

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_XR8JuVfs_BIN_QuZxFyH6wbwWjWRpxP
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Among IED learning events, ADB Board respondents is most familiar with 
the What Works panel discussions series (77% of them) and least with 
SHIPDET (16% of them)

Familiarity

32%

16%

32%

77%

Asian Evaluation Week
(AEW)

Shanghai International
Program for

Development Evaluation
Training (SHIPDET)

Workshops and trainings
on project evaluation

What Works, What
Doesn't and Why

Familiarity of the ADB Board respondents to IED Learning Events

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q22 (ADB): Are you familiar with the following IED learning events? Check all that applies.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=16dZwNyIh9Bz8DxwgFn1fpZhOPFN0BK70
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hJ1RkpgYga1lxKhCX8AhBheF61w2Ti3h
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Workshops and trainings on project evaluation and the What Works panel 
discussion series are well known among all other ADB respondents. They 
are also less familiar with events like the Asian Evaluation Week or 
SHIPDET which target external audienceFamiliarity

34%

15%

48% 48%

8% 5%

34%
31%

Asian Evaluation Week (AEW) Shanghai International Program
for Development Evaluation

Training (SHIPDET)

Workshops and trainings on
project evaluation

What Works, What Doesn't and
Why

Familiarity of the ADB Management and Senior Staff and Rest of ADB 
Staff to IED Learning Events

Management and Senior Staff Rest of ADB respondents

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q22 (ADB): Are you familiar with the following IED learning events? Check all that applies.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=16dZwNyIh9Bz8DxwgFn1fpZhOPFN0BK70
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hJ1RkpgYga1lxKhCX8AhBheF61w2Ti3h
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IED’s workshops and trainings on project evaluation and the Asian 
Evaluation Week are the most familiar IED events among external 
respondents

Familiarity

25%

17%

37%

9%

Asian Evaluation Week (AEW) Shanghai International
Program for Development

Evaluation Training (SHIPDET)

Workshops and trainings on
project evaluation

What Works, What Doesn't and
Why

Familiarity with IED Learning Events by External Stakeholders

Results by 
organization type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q22 (ADB) / Q21 (EXT). Are you familiar with the following IED learning events? Check all that applies.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_XR8JuVfs_BIN_QuZxFyH6wbwWjWRpxP


Relevance and 
importance of 
IED's function 
(independent 
evaluation)
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94% of ADB Board respondents perceive IED as relevant. A perception 
that is lower for the rest of ADB staff respondents (43%) 
and Management and Senior staff respondents (39%)

Relevance

Results by 
ADB Location

Not relevant

94%

39% 43%

6%

2%

54%
6%
55%

Relevant

Moderately relevant
Board 

Management 
and Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
Respondents

Perception on IED’s Relevance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q9 (ADB + EXT). To what extent are you satisfied with the following attributes of IED's work? Please respond for each of the attributes below.Not relevant = Not at all Less relevant = Slightly +Moderately Relevant = Considerably +A great deal 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GoYO4QWynITAHzn2qsULJnP1avDKW1VU
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0%

16%

79%

6%

Not relevant Moderately relevant Relevant Don't know

External respondents perception of IED’s Relevance

External respondents have a high perception of IED's relevance

Relevance

Results by 
organization type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q9 (ADB + EXT). To what extent are you satisfied with the following attributes of IED's work? Please respond for each of the attributes below.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_XR8JuVfs_BIN_QuZxFyH6wbwWjWRpxP
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All ADB Board respondents consider independent evaluation function 
within ADB is important and that without it, ADB would be worse off

Relevance

Perception of the ADB Board respondents 
without independent function in ADB

be a less credible institution | be biased |  be dysfunctional | be less accountable and 
transparent | be less effective | be less effective and complacent |  be less effective 

and less accountable | be less effective in changing its approaches to meet the 
greatest needs of its clients | be unable to progress | become irrelevant for the region 
| have difficulty fulfilling its mandate and achieving its mission | have lower standards 

and be less credible | have trouble charting and implementing a strategic course |  
lack a critical tool for assessing its effectiveness | lose accountability | lose 

opportunities to better improve its business | lose self-reforming momentum | 
maneuver in the dark | no longer sound and safe | not be able to improve its 

accountability and learning | not be competitive | not be complete | not be credible | 
not have credible results data |  not make continued and consistent progress in terms 

of development effectiveness stop evolve | tend to be less effective |  woefully 
inadequate

Worse off

100%

Description by ADB Board respondents on what will 
happen to ADB without independent evaluation function 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q25 (ADB). Without independent evaluation function, ADB would...
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81% of all other ADB staff respondents perceive that without independent 
evaluation function, ADB would be ‘worse off’ – miss on learning, weaken 
accountability and miss out on strategic directions

Relevance

17%

3%

81%
Worse off

Better off

Neutral Worse off

Incomplete

Miss on learning
Weaken accountability

Miss on strategic directions

Lack balanced view on performance and results

Not improving

Be less credible

Be less effective

Biased and not self aware 

Be less transparent
Be complacent

Be irrelevant

Lose perspectiveStruggle to achieve its mission

Compromise quality

Lose donor support

Better Off

Be more efficient
Business as usual
Be fine Better

Be harmonious

Neutral
No opinion 

No big difference

No response

No problem

Perception of ADB staff without independent 
function in ADB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q25 (ADB). Without independent evaluation function, ADB would...
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82% of ADB Management and Senior staff respondents and 81% of the 
rest of ADB respondents consider that the independent evaluation function 
within ADB is important and that without it, ADB would be worse off

Relevance

Sentiment of ADB Management and 
Senior Staff to Independent Evaluation

Sentiment of the Rest of ADB 
Respondents to Independent 

Evaluation

Worse off
82%

Better off
18%

Better off
16%

Worse off
81%

Neutral
3%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q25 (ADB). Without independent evaluation function, ADB would...
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All ADB Board respondents, 69% of ADB Management and Senior staff
and 77% of the rest of ADB respondents perceive independent 
evaluation as highly important for achieving ADB’s Strategy 2030 goals

Relevance

Importance of independent evaluation for achieving ADB’s Strategy 
2030 goals

Board 

Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
Respondents

100%
69%

21%

10%

77%

17%

6% Not important

Important

Moderately important

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q13 (ADB). Do you think independent evaluation in ADB is important for achieving ADB's Strategy 2030 goals?Not important = Not at all  Moderately important = Slightly + Moderately  Important = Considerably + A great deal 
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1%
7%

92%

Not important Moderately important Important

Importance of independent evaluation for 
achieving SDGs

92% of external respondents perceive independent evaluation as important 
to help achieve SDGs. 76% of all other ADB staff perceive independent 
evaluation as important to achieve Strategy 2030 goals

Relevance

6%

17%

76%

Not important Moderately important Important

Importance of independent evaluation for 
achieving ADB’s Strategy 2030 goals

Results by Staff 
Category

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by 
organization type

https://drive.google.com/open?id=13OcfJYXBH9NnuGJzC2j4Wajkbk-uEjC6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1buzReNG22g2u3kBSoRpSr7heU4f8zOvT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19B9KOn_LVxddJcOdRIJO2n6YmJAPYlxn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19B9KOn_LVxddJcOdRIJO2n6YmJAPYlxn


Independence



90% of ADB Board respondents and 75% of external respondents are 
satisfied with IED’s attribute of independence. Only 33% of ADB 
Management and Senior staff respondents perceived the same  Independence

90%

10%

33%

58%

9%

58%

40%

2%

75%

18%

6%

Favorable

Unfavorable
Board 

Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
Staff

External 
respondents



Accountability 
and learning
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94% of ADB Board respondents perceive that evaluation is important for 
both accountability and learning. More than 80% of ADB respondents share 
this perception. 11% of ADB Management and Senior staff consider it is for 
learning only while 15% of the rest of ADB respondents consider evaluation 
only for accountability

94%

6%

82% 80%

15%
5%

8%
11%

Both accountability 
and learning

For learning
For accountability

Why is evaluation important?

Board Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
respondents

Accountability and 
learning
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80% of both external and all other ADB respondents perceive 
accountability and learning as equally important functions of independent 
evaluation

80%

14%
5%

80%

17%

3%

Both For accountability For learning

Function of independent evaluation by ADB staff and external 
stakeholders

All other ADB respondents External

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Results by 
organization type

Accountability and 
learning

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a20mBbCyW1zVclis4cWyRqzqAIUOoY3u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18b8i_JITTfe5K00TLl7F5NkTgqwtvGSa
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X14H2lARi-uP2_8yhTz8duADGZmN3WAS


Usefulness of 
IED's knowledge 

products and 
services
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All ADB Board respondents have read or consulted some IED reports over 
the past 3 years. The percentage is also high with ADB Management and 
Senior staff respondents (94%) and the rest of ADB respondents (71%)

Usefulness

100% 94%

71%

Board Management and Senior
Staff

Rest of ADB
Respondents

% who read / consulted IED reports over the past 3 years
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ADB Board respondents read/consulted sector, country-level and thematic 
evaluations (more than 70% of them). Project-level evaluations and 
validations of self-evaluations are the least read among ADB Board 
respondents 

58%

71% 74% 77%

42%
48%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of PCRs,
XARRs and
CPSFRVs

Type of IED Reports Most Read/Consulted by the ADB Board respondents 

Usefulness
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All types of evaluations are read/consulted by more than 50% of ADB 
Management and senior staff. Less than 50% of the rest of ADB 
respondents read/consult evaluations, with a preference for project-level 
evaluations and validations of self-evaluation reports

63% 64%

51%
54% 54%

58%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs
and CPSFRVs

Type of IED Reports Most Read/Consulted by the 
ADB Management and Senior Staff

18%

23%
21%

23%

29%

34%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs
and CPSFRVs

Type of IED Reports Most Read/Consulted by the 
Rest of ADB Staff

Usefulness
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67% of external respondents have read/consulted IED reports in the 
past 3 years

70%
64%

75%
82%

60%

69%
62%

67% 67%

Academia /
research

organizations
(n=38)

Government
(n=180)

Media (n=8) Multilateral /
bilateral

organizations
(n=47)

NGOs/ civil
society (n=35)

Others (n=42) Private sector (n-
69)

UN organizations
(n=12)

All external
stakeholders

(n=431)

External stakeholders who have  read/consulted IED reports over the past 3 years

Usefulness
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6%

15%

20%
18%

29%

15%

1%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs and

CPSFRVs

Others

Type of IED Reports Most Read/Consulted by the External Stakeholders

29% of external respondents have read/consulted project-level 
evaluations in the past 3 years

Usefulness
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The Executive Summary is the most read by ADB Board respondents (by 
94% of them) followed by the Evaluation in Brief (by 71% of them). Only 
29% of the ADB Board respondents read the main report.

94%

29%

71%

35%

10%

Executive Summary Main Report Evaluation in Brief (two-
pager)

Infographics Appendices

Section of IED Reports where ADB Board looks into the most

Usefulness
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The Executive Summary is the most read by ADB Management and 
Senior staff respondents (75%) and the rest of ADB respondents (40%). 
37% of ADB Management and Senior staff and 26% of the rest of ADB 
respondents read the main report.

40%

26% 27%

12%
6%

Executive
Summary

Main Report Evaluation in
Brief (two-

pager)

Infographics Appendices

Section of IED Reports where the Rest of ADB 
Staff looks into the most

75%

37%
31%

9% 10%

Executive
Summary

Main Report Evaluation in
Brief (two-

pager)

Infographics Appendices

Section of IED Reports where ADB Management 
and Senior Staff looks into the most

Usefulness
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The Executive Summary is the most read by external respondents 
(33%), followed by the Evaluation in Brief (26%) and the main report 
(25%), while appendices are the least looked into (7%)

43%

27% 27%

12%
6%

4%

33%

25% 26%

16%

7%
2%

Executive
Summary

Main Report Evaluation in Brief
(two-pager)

Infographics Appendices Others

Most looked into parts of IED reports

All other ADB respondents External

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Results by 
organization type

Usefulness

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XEEcFGLO0KIDl59too_S_f0piakjH9rw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ejStsJbOFzSiYELkQWfh1nJTq6rPKO3_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11hzZR35HjI8ysgP3aF2qABUDU5WWNNm9
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Among learning events, the workshops and trainings on project evaluation 
have the highest rate of participation, with 23% of Board respondents, 24% of 
ADB Management and Senior staff and 17% of the rest of ADB respondents 
having participated

23% 24%

13%

3%

17%

Participation of ADB to IED’s learning events

SHIPDET Asian 
Evaluation 

Week (AEW)

Workshops and 
trainings on 

project 
evaluation

2%1%

Workshops and 
trainings on 

project 
evaluation

SHIPDET Asian 
Evaluation 

Week (AEW)

Workshops and 
trainings on 

project 
evaluation

Board ADB Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB respondents

Usefulness
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Participation in workshops and trainings on project evaluation is the 
highest for both ADB (18%) and external respondents (25%)

3%
1%

18%

13%

8%

25%

Asian Evaluation Week (AEW) Shanghai International Program
for Development Evaluation

Training (SHIPDET)

Workshops and trainings on
project evaluation

Participation in IED evaluation trainings and workshops 
in the past 3 years 

All other ADB respondents External

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by 
organization type

Usefulness

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oQk3u40WzGUarkyOXW2WfBA3wwvWzAa7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kauZq0DxehCEJ_K9CIftsxdET-pXOQgB
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77% of ADB Board respondents have used evaluation to deepen 
their understanding of development issues and 58% for decision-making.
42% of ADB Management and Senior staff and 21% of the rest of ADB staff 
have used it to design new projects.

Deepen 
understanding of 

development 
issues

Promote 
change

Make better 
decisions

Design of new 
policies, strategies, 

programs and 
initiatives

How IED Reports were used in the past 3 years

Board ADB Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB respondents

55%
52%

58%

77%

Deepen 
understanding of 

development 
issues

Promote 
change

Make better 
decisions

Design of new 
policies, strategies, 

programs and 
initiatives

Deepen 
understanding of 

development 
issues

Promote 
change

Make better 
decisions

Design of new 
policies, strategies, 

programs and 
initiatives

42%

22% 22%

33%

21%

10% 13%

27%

Usefulness
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34% of external respondents have used IED reports to deepen their 
understanding of development issues

23%

11%
14%

27%

20%

8%

17%

34%

Design of new policies,
strategies, programs,

and initiatives

Promote change Make better decisions Deepen understanding of
development issues

Use of IED reports in the past 3 years

All other ADB respondents External

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Results by 
organization type

Usefulness

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qPm8tlAzT0rN7gs1t9qXOAe7YB1P2NXq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wIxzfwzbk8kufVtFPgKZZaO7gz3-7vj-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TKqrv9fLCRwmhr2tSA9VCXB0sy203PfY
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Utility and 
influence

81% of ADB Board respondents find country-level evaluations and 
thematic evaluations the most useful, followed by sector-level and 
corporate evaluations

65%

81% 81%

68%

39% 42%

Corporate evaluations Thematic evaluations Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level evaluations Project-level evaluations Validations of PCRs,
XARRs and CPSFRVs

ADB Board respondents perception on which IED reports are useful
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39% 39%
43%

39%

33% 34%

15%

21% 20%
24%

26% 25%

Corporate evaluations Thematic evaluations Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of PCRs,
XARRs and CPSFRVs

ADB staff perception on which IED reports are useful
Management and Senior Staff Rest of ADB respondents

ADB Management and Senior Staff respondents find country-level 
evaluations most useful (43% of them) while the rest of ADB respondents 
respondents find project-level evaluations the most useful (26% of them)Utility and 

influence
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External respondents find project-level evaluations the most useful (29% 
of them) and corporate evaluations the least (6% of them)

18%

23% 22%
25%

27% 26%

6%

15%

20%
18%

29%

15%

Corporate
evaluations

Thematic
evaluations

Country-level
evaluations

Sector-level
evaluations

Project-level
evaluations

Validations of
PCRs, XARRs and

CPSFRVs

Usefulness of IED Reports 

All other ADB respondents External respondents

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Results by 
organization type

Utility and 
influence

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Lxyre87EzHrOBEGWnDtgnFsO4MxDAUp4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QxgbNSzrtiVjF7FwIYr0kpIXlfFAw_Cb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpKx7ZgxbvNMLoIGVl_0qR11XQJi55Pq
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63% of the ADB Board respondents consider IED’s evaluation trainings 
and workshops to be useful, and 62% of the rest of ADB respondents 
consider the same

Perception on the usefulness of IED’s evaluation trainings and 
workshops

63%

37%

34%

45%

21%

62%

30%

8% Not useful

Useful

Moderately useful

Board 

Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
respondents

Utility and 
influence
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9%

32%

59%

1%
7%

92%

Not useful Less useful Useful

Usefulness of IED’s evaluation trainings and workshops

All other ADB respondents External respondents

IED’s evaluation trainings and workshops are found useful by external 
respondents (92%) and all other ADB respondents (59%)

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Staff 
Category

Results by 
organization type

Utility and 
influence

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_rzY6vPEz2QD2UkcgZ4U7jyPi4OEH2ss
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ygaW75jp3MdO1QUconHEV5Q-6VDbkrV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n4mNYU_1QzGc7KeMRgI7pPnbmccu7QX3
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89% of the ADB Board respondents are satisfied by IED's role in developing 
ADB’s evaluation capacity, as are 53% of the rest of ADB respondents. 
35% of ADB Management and Senior staff are satisfied

Extent to which IED helped build ADB’s self-evaluation capacity

35%

49%

Not at all

Satisfactory

Moderately satisfactoryBoard 

Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
respondents

89%

11%

16%

53%

37%

10%

Utility and 
influence
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57% of the ADB Board respondents find that IED helped build evaluation 
capacity of government agencies while 30% of the rest of ADB 
respondents and 19% of ADB Management and Senior staff respondents 
perceive the same

Extent to which IED helped build government agencies’ self-evaluation capacity

Not at all

Satisfactory

Moderately satisfactory

Board 

Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
respondents

57%

43%

19%

44%

38%

30%

46%

24%

Utility and 
influence
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ADB Board respondents find that IED significantly contributed to 
improving ADB’s policies and strategies, but not to operations

70%

30%

67%

33%

47%

53%

ADB Board respondents’ perception on IED’s contribution toward 
improving ADB’s policies, strategies and operations

Significant

Less significant

Policies Strategies

Operations

Utility and 
influence
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All other ADB respondents find IED has moderately contributed to 
ADB’s policies, strategies and operations

Perception of ADB Management and Senior Staff on 
IED’s contribution toward improving ADB’s policies, 

strategies and operations

Perception of the rest of ADB respondents on IED’s 
contribution toward improving ADB’s policies, 

strategies and operations

18%

72%

10%

22%

66%

12%

24%

63%

13%

Policies Strategies Operations

32%

65%

4%

31%

65%

5%

31%

62%

6%

Policies Strategies Operations

Significant

Less significant

Not significant

Utility and 
influence
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Satisfaction

ADB Board respondents find IED highly relevant (94%), competent 
(90%), independent (90%), credible (87%), rigorous (81%) and useful 
(81%) but not so “timely” (48%)

13%

10%

10%

19%

19%

52%

6%

87%

90%

90%

81%

81%

48%

94%

Credible

Competent

Independent

Rigorous

Useful

Timely

Relevant

ADB Board respondents’ satisfaction with independent evaluation attributes

Not at all Less than satisfactory Satisfactory
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Satisfaction

All other ADB respondents are less than satisfied with IED on most 
attributes. Relevance being the most recognized attribute by ADB 
Management and Senior staff (39%) and independence by the rest of the 
staff (58%)

9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

11%

6%

59%

59%

58%

59%

58%

63%

55%

31%

31%

33%

31%

33%

27%

39%

Credible

Competent

Independent

Rigorous

Useful

Timely

Relevant

ADB Management and Senior staff satisfaction 
with independent evaluation attributes

Not at all Less than satisfactory Satisfactory

4%

3%

2%

4%

4%

5%

2%

53%

58%

40%

58%

57%

63%

54%

42%

39%

58%

38%

39%

33%

43%

Credible

Competent

Independent

Rigorous

Useful

Timely

Relevant

Rest of ADB respondents satisfaction with 
independent evaluation attributes

Not at all Less than satisfactory Satisfactory
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Satisfaction

External stakeholders are generally satisfied with all attributes, 
particularly with IED's relevance (79%), usefulness (77%), competence 
(75%), independence (75%) and credibility (74%) and least with 
its timeliness (62%)

1%
19% 18% 18% 24% 16% 23% 16%

74% 75% 75% 68% 77% 62% 79%

6% 7% 6% 8% 8% 14% 6%

Credible Competent Independent Rigorous Useful Timely Relevant

External stakeholders’ satisfaction with independent evaluation attributes

Not at all Less than satisfactory Satisfactory Don't know
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Satisfaction

Majority of the ADB Board respondents perceive IED evaluation 
findings and recommendations as well-substantiated (87%), clear 
(80%) and actionable (70%)

ADB Board respondents’ perception to IED evaluations

80%

20%

87%

13%

70%

30%

Clear
Well-substantiated

Actionable

Satisfactory

Less satisfactory
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Satisfaction

40% of the ADB Management and Senior staff perceive IED 
evaluations as clear while 27% of them perceive them as actionable

40%

55%

5%

28%

63%

9%

27%

63%

11%

44%

54%

3%

37%

58%

5%

33%

63%

5%

Perception of ADB Management and Senior 
Staff to IED evaluations

Perception of the rest of ADB 
respondents to IED evaluations

Satisfactory

Moderately 
satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Clear
Well-substantiated Actionable

Clear
Well-substantiated Actionable
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Satisfaction

External respondents perceive IED’s evaluations to be clear (79%), well-
substantiated (76%) and actionable (69%) while all other ADB respondents 
are less positive (45%, 38%, and 34% respectively)

Results by 
ADB Location

3% 5% 5%

52%
56% 61%

45% 38% 34%

Clear Well-substantiated Actionable

Perception of all other ADB respondents on 
the quality of IED evaluations

Unsatisfactory Moderately  satisfactory Satisfactory

1%
21% 24% 30%

79% 76% 69%

Clear Well-substantiated Actionable

Perception of external stakeholders on the 
quality of IED evaluations

Unsatisfactory Moderately satisfactory Satisfactory

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eslZOu9XO0t2f3TDLOlbokJACHfsOX_2
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Accessibility

ADB Board respondents prefer to access evaluation knowledge through 
digital media (84%) and publications (81%)

84%

23%
16%

39%

6%
13%

81%

Digital media
(website, email

announcements,
ADB Today)

Media outreach
(blogs, opeds,
news releases,

interviews)

Database
(Lessons

database/EVIS,
success rate)

Workshops and
conferences
(What Works,

Asian Evaluation
Week)

Social media
(Facebook,

LinkedIn, Twitter)

Videos and
multimedia

(Evaluation Bytes,
Evaluation

Matters and
Evaluation

Stories)

Publications
(Evaluation

Briefs, Evaluation
Illustrated,
brochures)

Preferred platforms by the ADB Board respondents to access evaluation knowledge

Results by 
ADB Location

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_tyVm4YwVWDv1zq95DF7k17b2UZz3_Ed
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Accessibility

All other ADB respondents prefer to access evaluation knowledge 
through digital media and publications

66%

9%

21%
25%

4%
12%

60%
53%

18%
27% 24%

12% 15%

49%

Digital media
(website, email

announcements,
ADB Today)

Media outreach
(blogs, opeds, news
releases, interviews)

Database (Lessons
database/EVIS,
success rate)

Workshops and
conferences (What

Works, Asian
Evaluation Week)

Social media
(Facebook,

LinkedIn, Twitter)

Videos and
multimedia

(Evaluation Bytes,
Evaluation Matters

and Evaluation
Stories)

Publications
(Evaluation Briefs,

Evaluation
Illustrated,
brochures)

Preferred platforms by the ADB Management and Senior Staff and the rest of ADB 
staff to access evaluation knowledge

Management and Senior Staff Rest of ADB respondents

Results by 
ADB Location

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_tyVm4YwVWDv1zq95DF7k17b2UZz3_Ed
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Accessibility

External respondents prefer to use digital media (54%), publications (45%), 
and workshops and conferences (41%) to access evaluation knowledge

54%

13%

22%

41%

18%
14%

45%

Digital media
(website, email

announcements)

Media outreach
(blogs, opeds, news
releases, interviews)

Database (Lessons
database/EVIS,
success rate)

Workshops and
conferences (What

Works, Asian
Evaluation Week)

Social media
(Facebook, LinkedIn,

Twitter)

Videos and
multimedia

(Evaluation Bytes,
Evaluation Matters

and Evaluation
Stories)

Publications
(Evaluation Briefs,

Evaluation
Illustrated,
brochures)

Most likely to be used communications platform by external stakeholders

Results by 
organization type

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12uKmx4laadHJC10GokPcfNkoqExS2FYu
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Attitude

90% of ADB Board respondents, 60% of ADB Management and Senior 
staff and 68% of the rest of ADB respondents use positive words when 
asked to describe independent evaluation in one word

90%

7%

60%

35%

6%

68%

14%

17%

Sentiment towards independent evaluation by staff category

3%

Positive

Neutral

Negative
Board

Management and 
Senior Staff

Rest of ADB 
Respondents
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Attitude

67% of all other ADB staff respondents use positive words when asked to 
describe independent evaluation in one word and 19% use negative words

Results by 
ADB Location

Results by Years 
of ADB Service

Results by 
Department

19%

14%

67%

Sentiment by ADB staff towards independent evaluation

Positive

Negative

Neutral

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_hzXLPYYqpkMGesc8L4UH3ZnJXl6PXFa
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13Bwef6uL0uof1Wq-AAc-rMjej2Sjuw1a
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13Bwef6uL0uof1Wq-AAc-rMjej2Sjuw1a
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Attitude

81% of external respondents use positive words when asked to describe 
independent evaluation in one word and 3% use negative words

Sentiment by external respondents 
towards independent evaluation

Positive
81%

Neutral
16%

Negative
3%

3%

7%

33%

14%

18%

9%

20%

18%

13%

33%

86%

80%

100%

91%

80%

82%

80%

33%

Academia / research
organizations

Government

Media

Multilateral / bilateral
organizations

NGOs/ civil society

Others

Private sector

UN organizations

Sentiment towards independent evaluation by 
type of organization

Results by 
Location

Results by Years 
of Experience

Results by 
Job Type

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwrKMpjESW71SHH-6sz_HjL-zNVF7NE1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwrKMpjESW71SHH-6sz_HjL-zNVF7NE1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwrKMpjESW71SHH-6sz_HjL-zNVF7NE1/view?usp=sharing
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Conclusions 
and Way 
Forward
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1. Relevance of independent evaluation is high across staff categories for both accountability and 
learning.

2. IED’s independence is perceived as important for objectivity and evidence-based evaluations.

3. Sector, country and thematic evaluations are found most useful by the Board respondents and ADB 
Management and Senior staff respondents while project-level evaluations and validations are found the 
most useful by the rest of ADB respondents.

4. Evaluations reports are used by Board members mainly to deepen their understanding of 
development issues and decision making and by ADB Management and Senior staff for designing new 
policies, strategies, programs and initiatives.

5. Evaluation trainings are found most useful by all respondent categories among IED’s learning 
activities but ADB Management and staff are only moderately satisfied by IED's role in evaluation 
capacity development

6. IED's contribution to improving ADB's policies and strategies is considered significant by the ADB 
Board respondents and moderate by ADB Management and Senior staff respondents.

7. Timeliness of IED reports is a concern across all respondent categories.

8. IED evaluations are rated highly by ADB Board and external respondents for being well-substantiated, 
clear, and actionable, contrary to ADB staff respondents who are least satisfied with “actionability”.

9. Improving the usability & use of findings and implementing the recommendations is a key concern 
raised by staff respondents.

Revisit protocol for 
quality assurance to 
address timeliness

Consolidate and revitalise 
IED Evaluation Capacity 

Development

Ensure product 
mix is aligned with 
the various needs 

and demands

Streamline lessons 
learning and feedback 

mechanisms to influence 
ADB operations

Way Forward
Conclusions and 

Way Forward

Follow-up actions to be discussed by IEDCONCLUSIONS
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Respondents 
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Profile

Respondents Profile – ADB Stakeholders

Profile by Staff Category
Staff Categories Count %
Administrative Staff (rest of ADB staff) 204 27%
Board 31 4%
International Staff (Levels 1-6) (rest of ADB staff) 279 37%
Management and Senior Staff 67 9%
National Staff (rest of ADB staff) 164 22%
All ADB Staff 745 100%

Profile by Operational Department.
Count %

Non-operations 306 41%
Operations 417 56%
Not indicated 22 3%
All ADB Staff 745 100%

Profile by Years of Service
Years of Service Count %
1-5 years 219 29%
5-10 years 187 25%
Less than 1 year 57 8%
More than 10 years 249 33%
Not indicated 33 4%
All ADB Staff 745 100%

Profile by Location
Location Count %
ADB Headquarters 538 72%
RMs / ROs and FOs 207 28%
All ADB Staff 745 100%
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Profile

Respondents Profile – External Stakeholders

Profile by Organization Type
Row Labels Count %
Academia / research organizations 38 9%
Government 180 42%
Media 8 2%
Multilateral / bilateral organizations 47 11%
NGOs/ civil society 35 8%
Others 42 10%
Private sector 69 16%
UN organizations 12 3%
All external stakeholders 431 100%

Profile by Years of Work Experience
Row Labels Count %
Between 10 and 20 years 142 33%
Between 20 and 30 years 118 27%
Less than 10 years 55 13%
More than 30 years 112 26%
Not indicated 4 1%
All external stakeholders 431 100%

Profile by Job Nature
Row Labels Count %
Administrative level 31 7%
Management level 220 51%
Others 43 10%
Technical level 132 31%
Not indicated 5 1%
All external stakeholders 431 100%

Profile by Location
Row Labels Count %
Africa 22 5%
Asia 301 70%
Australia / New Zealand 27 6%
Europe 54 13%
North America 25 6%
South America 2 0%
All external stakeholders 431 100%

Profile by Asia's Subregion
Row Labels Count %
Central and West Asia 34 8%
East Asia 14 3%
Pacific 7 2%
South Asia 103 24%
Southeast Asia 142 33%
(not from Asia) 131 30%
All external stakeholders 431 100%
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